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Along with the foreign banks entering, the market competition of the Chinese 
banking became bigger and bigger continuously. How to deliver a high quality 
system that can satisfy the end-user fast has become an important factor to seize the 
earlier chance of market for us. In order to meet the need, we have to conduct the 
software development and management research for the project software 
development of the bank projects more availably, by which we can raise the 
efficiency and quality of the software development. 
For the team scale of the banks software development became larger gradually, 
the applied categories for the software development increased and its function got 
stronger, and the system resource also enriched. How to use the system resource 
efficiently and carry on the unified management to the system resource are very 
important to the enterprises, by which we can not only raise the productivity of the 
enterprises, but also can reduce the operation cost reasonably, and then to raise the 
competition of the enterprises. 
The unified software lifecycle platform is an applied platform based on the 
software lifecycle management technology using the continuous integrated method, 
which takes the tasks management system as the center, and integrates the tool 
platforms in many lifecycles at different stages as an integral body, to implement the 
development and testing model for the unified change management in which it views 
the demand as the development indexes. We take the integrated methodology, 
analysis and use the continuous integrated tool to implement the fast code integrating, 
which also solved the drawbacks of the traditional integrated model and can raise the 
integral delivery quality of the software products. The unified software lifecycle 
platform is composed of five function modules including requirements module, 
















Requirements module tightly integrates requirements process with development 
process, and implements requirements development, task management of changing 
and requirement state monitoring. Development module builds task centre, so that 
developers can develop new requirement, and develop changed requirement, and 
compile program in continuous integration, and repair defect by add or modify the 
code through the configuration database in the development process. Test module 
synchronizes test requirement with business requirement, and implements 
requirement state monitoring and defect task management by the logical order of 
relations of test requirements, test cases and test defects. Project monitor module 
implements milestone management, risk management and defect management on 
electronic mode. Intermediate platform is the center module of other module, and 
implements task scheduling and message forwarding functions. 
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